GENERAL CONDITIONS
Subastotodo.com is an auction website based on the system of highest bids, when you bid for any of our articles you indicate
the highest price you are willing to pay for the article and the system generates bids in your name increasing just enough for
you to stay as the highest bidder up to the maximum amount you offered.
BUYERS:
Before bidding you can make all the questions that are needed concerning the lot number, this way obtaining all the
information you need including new photographs of the lot, either by e-mail: subastas@subastotodo.com or
by telephone on +34 914 031 278, receiving a same-day answer.
To bid it is necessary to complete all the requested details in the registry form; your bids will not be valid if your registration
is incomplete.
By registering and participating in the auctions, you give your conformity to the general and specific conditions of the
auction, accepting each and every one of them.
Once having finalized the auction, subastotodo.com will contact you to inform you of the amount at which the article has
been allotted to you. All the lots that have been allotted will be increased by 3% of the allotting value in concept of
administrative and manipulation charges plus the corresponding VAT of that 3% and of the shipping costs.
Each buyer should make sure that the article he/she is bidding for is the one that he/she wants; he/she can send an e-mail at
any time requesting additional information about the said article. Subastotodo.com will answer by e-mail with all the
available information they have of the mentioned lot. Being a public auction we can only accept returns if for any reason a
different lot is received from the one that was bidden for.
Payments at the end of the auction will be made by bank transfer, PayPal, or credit card, (credit card payments will be
increased by 2% in concept of bank charges) within 10 following days after the end of the auction, in case that any bidder
does not pay the corresponding amount of the lots he/she has been allotted within the period of 10 days, subastotodo.com will
require payment by any means that is legally authorized, including interests and storage costs if there were any.

SELLERS:
Any person can send to subastotodo.com headquarters, any type of article so that subastotodo.com technicians can study it
and offer them the best starting price for future auctions. The sales commission of the articles deposited for auction by sellers
will be 10% of the allotted price plus the corresponding VAT over the mentioned commission. In the case that the article is
not allotted, the seller will have no other expense except shipment and return costs.

